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Key Points

Less than 9% of the 300 million tonnes of plastic produced every year is actually
recycled
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Governments and companies mislead consumers by greenwashing their
policies/products – which often increases the use of plastic as a result
Circular economy approach and IoT ecosystem for plastic production, consumption, and
disposal could increase transparency, offer alternatives, and make recycling more
effective
‘Smart-Cycle’ bin systems, microplastic removing washing machines, apps to help
consumers understand how to recycle properly, AI Robots to sort plastic…
Can IoT provide solutions to illegal waste dumping?
More legislative and systemic change is needed upstream.

Is your business ready to harness the potential of IoT? Our expert team
can help design and implement bespoke IoT solutions. Reach out to us

now to kick-start your IoT journey.
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“Recycling doesn’t work, we all know it,” Everyday Plastic founder Daniel Webb told BBC News [1].
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Nearly 300 million tonnes of plastic waste is produced annually, of which roughly 9% is recycled [2]. It’s
a time-consuming, laborious, and complicated process that often results in recycled products that are
more expensive or lower quality than their ‘virgin’ counterparts. Could creating an IoT ecosystem for
plastic provide solutions to make recycling effective?

Most urban ecosystems consist of entities (i.e. manufacturers, consumers, recyclers, NGOs,
governments) whose relationships with their physical environment (i.e. land, skies, and ocean) are
under threat. These threats come from multiple directions – with plastic production, consumption, and
disposal taking the lead. How can IoT help to improve our relationship with plastics and make its
impact on various ecosystems a less destructive one?

Too much greenwashing, not enough
recycling

Greenwashing happens when we’re led to believe that a product or policy is environmentally friendly
– when it isn’t. Developed countries have a longstanding policy of exporting plastic waste and
counting it as recycled. In the first half of 2020, the UK exported 64,786 tonnes (61%) of its plastic
waste to low-income countries such as Malasia, Romania, and Vietnam despite government pledges
to stop [3]. In the US, exports of plastic waste decreased from 1.84 million tonnes in 2017, to 61,000
tonnes in 2021 [4]. However, this had more to do with receiving countries’ refusal to accept it, and did
little to address how the US, UK and other developing countries will reform the management of plastic
waste domestically.
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Companies and retailers aren’t far behind. Brands such as Cola-Cola, Unilever, and Tesco are being
criticised for misleading the public into thinking that products are made from ‘ocean bound’ or
recyclable plastic – when that’s often not 100% accurate [5]. Greenwash.com updates and publishes an
extensive list of culprits, the tactics they use to distract the public and the consequences of those
actions. Some of the most concerning are:

52% of UK consumers base their purchases on a company’s eco-credentials, and two-

thirds are willing to pay more for sustainable products [6]. If these behaviours are
motivated by false claims, they have little/no impact
It’s an unfair business practice that robs genuinely progressive businesses of the
attention they deserve because well-known brands have unfairly stolen the limelight
It makes us think that sustainable change is happening (i.e. plastic is being recycled)
and increases the production and consumption of even more plastic
It does little to address the legislative change that needs to happen upstream, i.e.
before the plastic is produced in the first place. Often, it’s the brands that generate the
most plastic waste who do the most greenwashing and then derail change from

happening at a legislative level [7]

A circular economy brings plastic
pollution full circle

Greenwashing highlights that the linear economy approach (i.e. take, make, waste) is ineffective and
prevents systemic change. A circular economy ( a model of production and consumption where
everything is repaired, reused and recycled for as long as possible) is a more sustainable ‘closed loop’
approach. Here is where an IoT ecosystem for plastic could have an impactful role to play.
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Consumers are a starting point for creating a circular economy and IoT ecosystem.

Get informed & know your impact: Use apps such as Impact Score to scan barcodes and1.
check that what you’re buying fits with your values (e.g. recyclable, locally made, low
carbon, chemical free)
Reduce ocean-bound plastic from home: A little goes a long way, and simply fitting2.
washing machines with low-cost filters to trap microfibres significantly reduces the
amount of microplastics ending up in oceans
Recycle smarter: Barcode-enabled Scrapp App tells us if what we’re buying can be3.
recycled, where the nearest collection point is, and what to do to ensure that it’s
accepted (i.e. not contaminated). Better still, you earn ‘scrap points’, which you can use
to make in-app purchases or donate to support a cause, e.g. beach cleanups.

An IoT ecosystem for plastic
management in practice

IoT is the technology that manages the interrelationships between the different entities in a circular
economy. If an app such as Scrapp facilitates communication between manufacturer, consumer, and
recycler – devices equipped with sensors take it a step further.

Samsung’s proposed ‘smart-cycle’ trash can system [8] attaches a sensor to a bin that helps
consumers to sort their waste:
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Hold the product up to the scanner to see which container it belongs to
It analyses the data and offers you suggestions of more sustainable or eco-friendly

options (if applicable) for future purchases [9]

Samsung Display set up 11000 smart collection boxes in the Asan complex in Seoul.
Users earn points every time they use it and can exchange them for cash once they
have accumulated 2,000 points.

Digital technologies such as satellite imagery, drones, and AI can help the entities responsible for the
collection and sorting of plastic recyclables to be more efficient to [10]:

Increases transparency in the plastics supply chain and reduces the risk of
greenwashing
Supports livelihoods and digital inclusion, thereby creating value for all of the actors
involved
IoT in bin monitoring and weighing helps to provide a consistent and predictable supply
of recycled quality plastics to consumer brands and other manufacturers
Robotic recycling makes the task of bulk sorting error-free and poses fewer health risks
(i.e. for people sorting hazardous materials). Equipped with cameras and high-tech
computer systems to promote machine learning, these robots can work twice as fast,
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increase the quality of material output and its resale value
Reduces the production and use of virgin plastics upstream
Enables more products to be designed and optimised for reuse and recycling.

Closing the loop and fostering a climate where an IoT ecosystem for plastic reduction can thrive
finishes with illegal waste dumping. A recent study shows th [11] at in England alone, 1-6 million tonnes
of waste is illegally dumped annually. It remains to be seen how effective placing cameras and
sensors in existing and potential illegal dump sites could be. While it would help to identify
perpetrators and alert authorities, perhaps more legislation is needed to incentivise drop-offs at
authorised recycling facilities and prevent clandestine activities from happening in the first place.

Will a circular economy for plastic
recycling be effective?

With increasing numbers of developing countries refusing to become a dumping ground for Western
waste, creating a circular economy to manage it domestically is a logical way forward. It places value
on each part of the plastic supply chain and encourages a climate where innovative solutions can
thrive. An IoT ecosystem for plastic helps close the loop, improves governments’ waste management
systems, and supports sustainability goals. Governments, in turn, can focus more on upstream
legislative change, e.g. higher taxes on single-use plastics, deposit return systems, and more
incentives to plastic recyclers.

Do you think this type of intervention could get plastic recycling to work?
How else might IoT provide solutions to the challenges of plastic pollution?
Share your thoughts and let us know – we love hearing from you!
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Dive into the lucrative market of smart home IoT & maximise your
profit potential!
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Developing smart home IoT products to meet increasing consumer demand is an opportunity for
success!
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